
                                                                  TENDER NOTICE  

 NO: DMG/ VAG/FS/2023-24  /3                                                                                    07-12-2023 

Competitive tenders are invited by undersigned for supply of various Decoration and arrangents as a 

Part of  organizing a Mini  Eco friendly Flower –Show   with the exhibition and selling of various plants, 

orchids, cactus, water plants, medicinal plants etc at Kerala Forest Development Corporation  

VAGAMON HILLS GARDEN from 23.12.2023 .  Tender invited from various parties forsypplying and 

arranging the decoration  as per the following  specifications at rental basis (23-12-2023 to 07-01-

2024)  

No Item Particulars Specifications 

1 Stall Area  9*9 ft 

2 Stall structure 

GI Sheet roof with side wall of standard  cotton White 
material as ceiling and partition with a low floor 
platform of not more than 1 ft with Green mat 

3 Facilities 

A pedal fan, table not less than 1 sq mtr, two plastic 
chairs and a electrical point with two plugs pin and a 
100 watt LED bulb for each stall 

4 Arches 
Full Arch One At the Entrance area with letters 
depicting the event details with 12 ft height. 

5 lights  

Chain  Illumination for decorating trees and structures 
at various points Rose garden area, Dam Area, 
Frontage area  for aroun 2000 ft length, , arranging 50 
sets of tube lights at various points inside and outside 
the centre. 

6 Generator 
Generator for rental basis for the above mentioned  
activities  

7 Cloth Board print 
Designing , printing and fixing of cloth boards related 
with the event with a size of 6*4, 4*3 etc 

8 

Decoration work 
using supplied 
materials 

Team Arrangements for flowers , plants and related 
materials of different varieties , Stall, interior 
decoration, arches decoration before  24-12-2023 

   

   TERMS and Condition 

1.Tenders should be submitted in sealed covers in this office before 15-12-2023 by 03:00PM 

Addressing 

DIVISIONAL MANAGER 

KERALA FOREST DEVELOPMENT CORPORATON 

GAVI DIVISION or Handed over directly at Vagamon  office of KFDC 



Tender Notification is available at  website : www.kfdc.kerala.gov.incan be downloaded and filled. 

EMD: Rs: 1 % of price quoted  to be paid by DD drawn  in favour of  DIVISIONAL MANAGER 

KERALA FOREST DEVELOPMENT CORPORATON or online method to the Account Details : 

00000041889416773 
SBI KOTTAYAM Branch 
IFSC code : SBIN 0070102 
GAVI DIVISION   
  

Acceptance of the tenders will be subjected to the following terms and conditions. 

1. KFDC shall have the right to Changes in the quantity and class if any  of above items . 

2. All arrangments related with above specification should neatly be completed   by  22-12-2023 

04:00PM.  

3. Any arrangements apart from the above mentioned items should be at the whole discretion of 

KFDC. 

4. If single party cannot met the supply of above items, Items will be procured from other 

individuals. 

5. Rate must be quoted separately for each variety of plants inclusive of all taxes, Transportation 

Charges and any other charge  for its supply right at the institution. 

6. Work after completed by 22-12-2023.  

7. Id cards and details of workers associated with the arrangements should be submitted to this 

office after awarding the tender. 

8. All rule and regulation applicable to the Government Tender will be applicable to this tender 

also. 

9. Divisional Manager has the right to accept or reject any or all of the offers without assigning 

any reasons. 

10. No advance payment shall be made to this  arrangements. 

11. All the work arrangements should be in line with the government norms and are to be strictly 

followed by the party. 

12. After awarding the contract , an agreement  should be completed by the party in stamp paper 

worth Rs:  200/- 

For more Details please Contact with the office:8289821405,8289821001, 8289821300 

                                                                                                                                  Sd/- 

                                                                                                                    DIVISIONAL MANAGER 

                                                                                              KERALA FOREST DEVELOPMENT CORPORATON 

                                                                                                                        GAVI DIVISION 

 

http://www.kfdc.kerala.gov.incan/

